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Two tales of smoke and observation

Original idea by Stefan Schwoon

Assuming the behaviour of a system is known, an observer may deduce
the occurrence of internal events from the outputs.
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Zoom in on diagnosis
Fault detection: “A subfield of control engineering which concerns itself
with monitoring a system, identifying when a fault has occurred, and
pinpointing the type of fault and its location.”

Faults and/or failures are unavoidable for some systems.
Consequences of unhandled faults may be critical.
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Zoom in on opacity

Opacity: “the ability of a system to keep secret some critical information,
assuming that attackers have a complete knowledge of the structure of
the system and partially observing its executions.”

Every interaction with a system gives some information.
A small leak of information might not be too damaging.
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From a Model-checking point of view

A formal framework.
A system S produces runs: ρ ∈ B(S)

Some of them are relevant (faulty / secret runs): Rel ⊆ B(S)

A passive attacker observes the system: O(ρ)

Some of the relevant runs disclose their information: Disc ⊆ Rel

A measure on the sets of runs: P

Mathematical specifications of the problems.
A Qualitative problem for diagnosability.
Deciding whether P(Disc) = P(Rel).

A Quantitative problem for opacity.
Measuring P(Disc).
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Aiming for a cohesive study

Many existing works on Diagnosis and Opacity.

Defines different framework

with varying mathematical specifications,

yet uses related techniques.

Some redundant results. . .
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Objectives of this talk

1 Discuss the frameworks, identify when they agree

2 Present some tools used in the study of Diagnosis and Opacity.

3 Establish new results for an approximate notion of disclosure.
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Outline

1 A common framework in passive systems

2 Information control in pLTS
Exact disclosure and the belief automaton
Approximate disclosure and the distance between Markov chains

3 From passive to active systems
No common historical framework
Approximate diagnosis of weighted Markov chains
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Outline

1 A common framework in passive systems

2 Information control in pLTS

3 From passive to active systems
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Elements of a formal framework

A system S produces runs: ρ ∈ B(S)

Some of them are relevant (faulty / secret runs): Rel ⊆ B(S)

A passive attacker observes the system: O(ρ)

A measure on the sets of runs: P

Some of the relevant runs disclose their information: Disc ⊆ Rel
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Information control framework

pLTS: probabilistic Labelled transition system.

q0 q1

f1 f2

q2 q3

coin

overload

start

burning

coffee

ashnoise

noise

reset

One special event: A run is relevant iff the relevant event r occurs
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A probabilistic model for the coffee machine

q0 q1

f1 f2

q2 q3

coin,1
r,0.01

start,0.99

burning,0.1

coffee,0.5

ash,1noise,0.9

noise,0.5

reset,1

→ Defines a probability measure on the set of infinite runs
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| Probability P(ρ) = 1× 0.99× 0.5
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Elements of a formal framework /2

X A system S produces runs: ρ ∈ B(S)

X Some of them are relevant (faulty / secret runs): Rel ⊆ B(S)

X A passive attacker observes the system: O(ρ)

X A measure on the sets of runs: P

Some of the relevant runs disclose their information: Disc ⊆ Rel

Exact or approximate disclosure?
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Illustration of exact disclosure

With Rel = Runs(S) \ Rel : Disc = Rel \ O−1(O(Rel))
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Illustration of approximate disclosure

q0 qfqc
r, 1

2u, 1
2

a, 1
4

b, 3
4

a, 3
4

b, 1
4

No run is exactly disclosing

However a high proportion of b implies a probably relevant run.

Disc is the set of runs where relevance can be detected with arbitrarily
high accuracy.
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Information control problems

Mathematical specifications of the problems.
A qualitative problem for diagnosability.
Deciding whether P(Disc) = P(Rel).
A quantitative problem for opacity.
Measuring P(Disc).

Exact / Approximate disclosure

Problem Diagnosability Opacity
Disclosure

Exact

Approximate
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The belief construction

A

q0 q1

f1 f2

q2 q3

coin,1
r,0.01

start,0.99

burning,0.1

coffee,0.5

ash,1noise,0.9

noise,0.5

reset,1

OA

{q0}

{q1} {f1,q2}

{q3}

{f2}

coin noise

coffee

burning

burning

coffee
reset

ash

noise
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Synchronised product

A×OA

q0,{q0} q1,{q1}

f1,{q1}

q2,{q1}

f1,{f1,q2}

q2,{f1,q2}

f2,{f2}

q3,{q3}

coin,1

r,0.01

start,0.99 noise,0.5

noise,0.9 burning,0.1

coffee,0.5

ash,1noise,0.9

noise,0.5

reset,1
coffee,0.5

burning,0.1

Same stochastic behaviour as A
Exact disclosure of a run deduced from its last state
Possibly exponential in the size of A

Both diagnosability and opacity are PSPACE-complete [BHL14, JLF16]
[BHL14] Bertrand, Haddad and Lefaucheux,
Foundation of diagnosis and predictability in probabilistic systems, FSTTCS’14.
[JLF16] Jacob, Lesage and Faure,
Overview of discrete event systems opacity: Models, validation, and quantification, Annual Reviews in Control.
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Information control problems /2

Problem Diagnosability Opacity
Disclosure

[BHL14] [JLF16]
Exact PSPACE-complete PSPACE-complete

Approximate
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Distance 1 for Markov chains

Labelled Markov chain: every event is observable

PM(E ) = measure of infinite runs of M with observation in E .

Distance 1 problem: given M1 and M2, do we have
d(M1,M2) = supE⊆Σ∗ PM1 (E )− PM2 (E ) = 1.

There exists a maximiser set E ⊆ Σ∗.
The distance 1 problem can be solved in PTIME. [CK14]

[CK14] Chen and Kiefer,

On the Total Variation Distance of Labelled Markov Chains, CSL-LICS’14.
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Approximate diagnosable in a simple case

Initial relevant system: two labelled Markov chains reachable in one
step from an initial state by an unobservable transition, relevant or not.

q0qp qr
r, 1

2u, 1
2Mp

(Σ \ {r})
Mr

(Σ)

The system is approximate diagnosable iff

d(Mp,Mr ) = 1.

Approximate diagnosability is decidable in PTIME.[BHL16]

[BHL16] Bertrand, Haddad and Lefaucheux,

Accurate approximate diagnosability of stochastic systems, LATA’16.
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From diagnosability to opacity

BSCC of the Markoc chains enriched with beliefs are partitioned between
BSCC where relevance is disclosed with probability 1,
BSCC where relevance is disclosed with probability 0.

q0,{q0}

Use known results on diagnosability to identify the BSCC.

Measure the probability to reach those BSCC.

Approximate opacity is PSPACE-complete.
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Information control problems /3

Problem Diagnosability Opacity
Disclosure

[BHL14] [JLF16]
Exact PSPACE-complete PSPACE-complete

[BHL16]
Approximate PTIME PSPACE-complete
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Outline

1 A common framework in passive systems

2 Information control in pLTS

3 From passive to active systems
No common historical framework
Approximate diagnosis of weighted Markov chains
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Forcing detection

Different ways to represent control.
Warning: Quantification, partial observation and control quickly
leads to undecidability
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Knowledge of the controller

External controller.
The observer is the controller.

System
Resolution

by strategies

Observer
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Knowledge of the controller

External attacker.
The observer is the controller.

Internal controller. [BHL17]
The attacker consists of two components

The passive external observer;

Some piece of code that is inside the system (worm, Trojan horse,
etc.).

[BHL17] Bérard, Haddad and Lefaucheux,

Probabilistic Disclosure: Maximisation vs. Minimisation, FSTTCS’17.
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Controlling weighted Markov chains
Controller

Select a set of allowed actions based on the previous observations.

q0

q1 q2

q5q3 q4

u,1

u,2

a,1

d,1

a,1

c,1

c,1

b,1

b,1

b,1

Strategy : forbids two consecutive b
after an a.

ε,q0,Σ

ε,q1,Σ a,q2,Σ ab,q2,Σ\{b}

ε,q3,Σ a,q4,Σ ab,q4,Σ\{b}

ε,q4,Σ

ε,q5,Σ

u, 1
3

u, 2
3

a,1 b, 1
2

d, 1
2

d,1

a,1 b, 1
3 c, 1

2

c, 1
3 c, 1

3

c, 1
3

c, 1
3c, 1

2

b,1

b, 1
3
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Active diagnosis of probabilistic systems

q0

q1 q2

q3 q4 q5
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a,1

b,1

a,1

Any observation sequence
starting by aa is ambiguous.

P(raa(a + b)ω) > 0

{a, b, c} controllable

A sufficient control:
block the second a

Active diagnosis problem
Does there exist a controller making the system diagnosable?

Active diagnosis for exact disclosure is EXPTIME-complete. [BFHHH14]

[BFHHH14] Bertrand, Fabre, Haar, Haddad and Hélouët, Active diagnosis for probabilistic systems, FoSSaCS’14.
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Restrictions on strategies

In general, strategies may use randomness and infinite memory.

Deterministic strategies are sufficient for approximate diagnosability.
Adaptation of [CDGH10]

One can exactly express the memory the strategy needs.
Similar to [GZ05, BLOVR20]

There exists an equivalent WMC where strategies can be assumed to
be deterministic and memoryless.

Once again, the synchronised product with the belief.

[CDGH10] Chatterjee, Doyen, Gimbert and Henzinger, Randomness for Free, MFCS’10.

[GZ05] Gimbert and Zielonka, Games Where You Can Play Optimally Without Any Memory, CONCUR’05.

[BLORV20] Bouyer, Le Roux, Oualhadj, Randour and Vandenhove, Games Where You Can Play Optimally with Arena-Independent Finite

Memory, CONCUR’20.
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Searching the good strategy

A naive NEXPTIME algorithm.

Guess a deterministic memoryless strategy
Check diagnosability of the exponential induced pLTS

Active diagnosis for approximate disclosure is EXPTIME-complete.

Efficient construction of a good strategy
Fixed point algorithm starting from the most permissive strategy

Key idea: in a BSCC, the most permissive a strategy is, the better it is
for diagnosability
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Conclusion

Problem Diagnosability Opacity Active diagnosability
Disclosure

[BHL14] [JLF16] [BFHHH14]
Exact PSPACE-complete PSPACE-complete EXPTIME-complete

[BHL16]
Approximate PTIME PSPACE-complete EXPTIME-complete

Research for a meaningful and decidable notion of active
approximate opacity

Many existing related problems (Prediction, Degradation, . . . )
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